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Harry potter wands quiz pottermore

10 Questions | Total Attempts: 83213 If you have been sorted, what house are you in? If not, then which is your favorite? Which career would you pursue? How would you describe yourself? Smart, hard working, focused Brave, courageous, chivalrous Power hungry, leader, boss What pet would you want to have? What is your favorite kind of spell?
What is your favorite spell? What is your favorite subject? Defense against the Dark Arts Which Harry Potter movie was your favorite? (Part-1) Which Harry Potter movie was your favorite? (Part 2) Bollywood Quizzes Disney Quizzes Hollywood Quizzes Back to top Score: 0% Rank: Correct Answer: Score: 0% Rank: Correct Answer: Every wizard needs
a wand. What’s yours?Once you answer all the questions, you will get your results from this quiz. Submit your answers by selecting an option below each question. All answer options will load for you once you reach them. For best results, answer the questions in a row. Once you knoShow More Every wizard needs a wand. What’s yours?Once you
answer all the questions, you will get your results from this quiz. Submit your answers by selecting an option below each question. All answer options will load for you once you reach them. For best results, answer the questions in a row. Once you know your results, don’t forget to check the rest of the fun quizzes we’ve prepared for you. Good luck!
Show Less 1 What’s your favorite Hogwarts class? Ready? Scroll down to answer Potions Defense Against the Dark Arts Charms History of Magic Flying Lessons Transfiguration Harry Potter may have a holly wand with a phoenix feather, but what kind of wand would choose you? Are you a wizard with an affinity for a unicorn's magic? Or a witch who
resonates with a dragon heartstring instrument? This quiz will tell you what wand--both wood and core--Mr. Ollivander would give you if you were to visit his shop in Diagon Alley. If you're still waiting to make your way to Hogwarts, our Harry Potter house quiz might be a wise first stop! The Sorting Hat is waiting patiently... What was your favorite
Harry Potter movie? Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows – Part 2 (2011) Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince (2009) Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (2004) Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone (2001) Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix (2007) Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets (2002) Harry Potter and the Goblet of
Fire (2005) Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows – Part 1 (2010) What is your blood status? Muggle Half-Blood Pure-Blood In which of these subjects will you excel? Divination Defence Against the Dark Arts Potions Herbology Charms Flying In what field will you be heading after graduation? Auror Professor Dragonologist Curse-Breaker Who will be
your best friend? Neville Longbottom Ron Weasley Hermione Granger Harry Potter Draco Malfoy Luna Lovegood Are you interested in the dark arts? Yes Not really I'm curious Which Hogwarts house would you like to be in? Gryffindor Slytherin Hufflepuff Ravenclaw If your wand could be in one of these colors, which one would it be? What's your
favorite food? Vegan Chicken Pizza Burger Sushi What is the first thing you are going to do with your new wand? Cast a spell on someone Protect my friends Learn complex spells Clean my bedroom Will you give your wand a nickname? No Yes It will name itself Pottermore Wand Quiz The Elder Wand Originally, the Elder Wand was just a legend, it is
said to have been created by death itself as the first of the Deathly Hallows for Antioch Peverell, who requested the most powerful wand in existence. It is said that the one who unites the wand with the two other Deathly Hallows, the Cloak of Invisibility and the Resurrection Stone, would become the Master of Death. At the heart of the stone is a
Thestral Tail Hair, a rare substance from a creature that can only be seen by a wizard who has witnessed death. Its best known possessor is Albus Dumbledore, although it was previously handled by Grindelwald and, briefly, by Lord Voldemort. Dumbledore became the most powerful wizard in the world, and was a rare owner of the wand who used it
for good. Tom Riddle's Wand Formerly known as Tom Riddle, Lord Voldemort ruled the world of wizards with immense power until his defeat at the Battle of Hogwarts. Before he stole the Elder Wand from Dumbledore's tomb, his own Wand made of Yew and Phoenix feather shared a connection with Harry's, although his was much more powerful.
From an early age, Tom Riddle was already gifted in non-verbal magic, having the ability to move objects, set fires, and command people to perform tasks for him without saying a word, a skill that some wizards still struggle to master as an adult. Inventor of a number of spells, Voldemort is the only wizard who can fly, commands an army of Inferi
(resurrected corpses) and is the only known person to have created multiple Horcruxes, an object of dark magic that protects its creator from death. Gellert Grindelwald's Wand Before Lord Voldemort started the Second Wizarding War, the closest dark wizard to magical domination was Grindelwald, a student at Durmstrang and an old close friend of
Albus Dumbledore, before a duel led to the death of Albus' sister. Even before he got his hands on the magic wand, Grindelwald was an extremely powerful wizard. Known as one of Durmstrang's most brilliant students, he took advantage of the school's indulgence of the dark arts and became proficient in all kinds of magical practices. His talents as a
duellist were matched only by those of Albus Dumbledore, and his extensive imitation of the Percival Graves is a sign of his immense talent in the Transfiguration. He was so gifted in the dark arts that he was eventually expelled from Durmstrang for experimenting with dark spells on his classmates. Severus Snape's Wand The head of Slytherin has
made the seven years at Hogwarts a living hell with his strict and biased teaching. A former Death Eater, Snape was gifted for the dark arts and methods of protection against them. His true talents were in the making of potions, which required a wizard's intuition that few wizards possessed to reach the most advanced levels of the art. In addition to
alchemy and dark magic, Snape was also gifted with Occlumination and Legilimence, the ability to protect his mind and read others. His ability to protect his thoughts from Voldemort, considered the greatest legilimator in the world of wizards, places his skills in defense against the dark arts among the most powerful. Minerva McGonagall's Wand
One of the finest and most intelligent witches of her age, McGonagall came to Hogwarts as a professor of Transfiguration, one of the most complex magical disciplines that only the most advanced students could master. Like three of the four Marauders, she was able to transform herself into a tiger cat in an instant, one of her many talents with
Transfiguration. She was also a very skillful duellist, who stood up to Professor Snape at the beginning of the Battle of Hogwarts. The most obvious proof of her witchy powers is her contribution to the defenses of Hogwarts, through which she was able to transfigure all the school's armor to protect its borders, a skill far beyond the abilities of most
witches and wizards. She was able to do something similar in The Sorcerer's Stone, which she protected with an enchanted chess set. Filius Flitwick's Wand Once considered a half elf, Ravenclaw's leader and professor of charm at Hogwarts is actually of goblin ancestry, but don't be fooled by his small stature. Flitwick is not only one of the smartest
tutors in the school, he's also a skilled and talented magician. Not only has he demonstrated talent in a wide range of complicated spells, Flitwick is also a former dueling champion. Despite his age, he has successfully defeated a number of Death Eaters during the Battle of Hogwarts, including Anton Dolohov, who previously murdered Alastor Moody
and Remus Lupin. His skills in defense against the dark arts were also decisive in the final battle. Leading the early defenses of the battle, Flitwick invoked shield charms, concealment and protection spells that only Voldemort himself was powerful enough to break through, proof of his superiority as a sorcerer. This Pottermore Wand Quiz shows
which famous character’s magical stick would select you in the Harry Potter universe by answering 20 fun questions. Pottermore Wand Quiz Explained for No-Majs J.K Rowling herself first created the original test. It was published on Pottermore.com—and that’s why it is called so. The goal of the questionary is to define the right wand for HP fans.
The original quiz, currently accessible on the Wizarding World website, has seven questions in total. And most of them are about your appearance. However, there are lots of online Harry Potter tests with the same purpose. Most of them use the original idea, though. The quiz on this page is different from all of the current questionaries in that it is
about famous Harry Potter characters’ magical sticks. Why You Should Not Take the Original Test No one could tell you about the HP universe better than the creator herself. So, the original Harry Potter Wand Test is, by all means, the best. However, there are a couple of reasons why taking it might not be fun anymore. The answers are exposed. Did
you know that the original quiz is solved and all the results are exposed? That means you can easily manipulate it to achieve the desired outcome. Some Redditors managed to reveal all the possible answers/results of the test. You can check them out here. The thing is that knowing the algorithms ruins the experience. It does not feel like you are in the
magical universe of Hogwarts. And that is why you are better off without the original quiz. The test has only 7 questions. In the HP books, we realize that the wands can choose their owners. Plus, they develop into a stronger or weaker tool regarding the skills of the owners. However, the original Pottermore Wand Quiz does not dig deep into that.
There are only a handful of questions about your appearance and possible skills—and that is it. If you want an in-depth analysis of your personality, J.K. Rowling’s test might not be a good option. Take the QuizExpo’s Harry Potter Wand Quiz Instead The questionary on this page is unique. It reveals who you are and why a particular magic stick would
choose you. It is more of a personality test than anything else. It has 20 personality questions. You are dealing with a simple quiz. Contrary to most other online tests, you should answer twenty exciting questions to get the result. The questionary discovers your inner talents, traits, and thoughts. And that is how it suggests the best wand for you. It
reveals which famous character’s wand chooses you. Would your wand be similar to Harry’s or Dumbledore? Maybe it would look like Voldemort’s. You would not know before taking the test. QuizExpo’s questionary analyzes your characteristics, comparing them to that of HP characters. It analyzes your personality as a witch or wizard. What kind of a
magician would you be in the Hogwarts’ universe? That is the type of question our quiz answers. The twenty queries dig deep into your intentions and beliefs as a witch or wizard. The results provide you with knowledge about the wand’s history. Curious and enthusiast Potterheads fall in love with the results. That is because they receive additional
information about the wands’ origin stories. This Quiz Is Based on J.K. Rowling’s Additional Writings on Magical Wands Rowling has published three articles on magical sticks in Wizarding World. One of them is about the legendary Olivander—the creator of the most notorious wands. And the other two are about the cores and woods of magical sticks.
The Pottermore Wand Quiz on this page uses the information presented in these three writings as the main source. (See below). The Personality of the Sticks J.K. Rowling shares some personal notes of Olivander on the nature of the wands. The notorious creator believes that each wood and core have their distinct features. “Every single wand is
unique and will depend for its character on the particular tree and magical creature from which it derives its materials,” reads one of the notes on the topic. That is why our Harry Potter Wand Quiz acknowledges the persona of the sticks’ material. The Importance of the Core “Each of these costly and rare materials [the primary cores] has its distinct
properties,” writes the infamous creator, Olivander. He believes that some features of the magical creature transfer into the wand. For instance, that is why it is hard to own the alliance of a phoenix-feather-core wand—as the creature itself is extremely independent. Below you can see what are some features of the three primary cores are. (These
characteristics affect the test results). Phoenix Feather: Rare, hard to handle, powerful, and picky. Unicorn Hair: Consistent, faithful, fragile. Dragon Heartstring: quick learner, able to change alliance, suitable for the Dark Arts. The Connection Between the Owner and the Wand Your personality and experiences affect your magical stick. You can
either strengthen it or make it weaker. “It’s not just about the magic they carry, but the connection a witch or wizard has to it,” says the official Wizarding World website. The test you are about to take inspects the possible bond between you and your future wand. The Story Behind Its Creation Olivander was the first crafting master to point out the
importance of a wand’s creation technique. Take Dumbledore’s magical stick, for example. It is believed that his stick is made by Death himself. And that is why it is one of the most powerful wands in the Harry Potter universe. Our Pottermore Wand Quiz connects the dots to provide you with an accurate result. So, it bonds your personality with a
wand with the most relatable backstory. Disclaimer NBCUniversal owns the rights to all the images used in the Harry Potter Wand Test. Questions of the quizQuestion 1It’s too soon to choose a friendYes, I would love toNo, I don’t want any friendsIt depends on whom I meetQuestion 2Is already the world’s most powerful wandI can turn into the
world’s most powerful wandIs loyal to me foreverI can perform the Dark Arts withQuestion 3I ask them to teach meI report themI keep an eye on themI fight themQuestion 4Teaching young witches/wizardsDefense Against the Dark ArtsBecoming a master of healingDoing something dangerousQuestion 5I love the ideaI hate the ideaIt is a dangerous
realm that no one should step inIt is scaryQuestion 6EternalTemporaryRidiculousDeep and profoundQuestion 7They are uselessThey are not different from witches and wizardsThey are special in their waysThey need witches and wizards’ protectionQuestion 8DragonUnicornThestralAcromantulasQuestion 9Determined and honestAmbitious and
fearlessSmart and talentedWise and knowledgeableQuestion 10There is no excuse for using dark magicKnowledge is what makes a witch or wizard invincibleWeak witches and wizards should have no place in HogwartsBeing kind and caring is more important than learning spellsQuestion 11It is funny and excitingIt is a shameKids are unpredictable.
It is not a big dealThe incident should be inspected carefullyQuestion 12I can never do thatI might do thatI would easily do thatIt depends on the situationQuestion 13Question 14DumbledoreSnapeVoldemortAntiochQuestion 15SuppleWell-designedOldSuitable for the Dark ArtsQuestion 16I hide it and keep it for myselfI hand it to DumbledoreI leave it
thereI carefully examine it before anything elseQuestion 17The world’s most powerful wandThe Resurrection StoneThe Cloak of InvisibilityThe Book of KnowledgeQuestion 18I might get a new oneI fix it one way or anotherI try to steal a new and more powerful oneI cannot imagine having another wandQuestion 19Alohomora (sneaking into
places)Petrificus Totalus (paralyzing your enemy)Expelliarmus (Knocking your enemy’s wand)Expecto Patronum (conjuring creatures using happy memories)Question 20LearningFriendshipHelping othersGaining more power
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